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for my teachers. past, present and future

ABSTRACT
Over the past decade, rapid advancement in the fields of artificial intelligence and
machine learning has led to an abrupt shift in the skills we designate as “human”
and the skills we delegate to machines. This shift can be characterized, to some
degree, by the transformation of tacit knowledge–knowledge that is difficult to
transfer or quantify, into explicit knowledge–a language that machines can both
understand and act on. An adjacent surge in democratized education platforms has
made it possible for anyone to begin learning a new skill. Mastering a skill however,
especially hands-on skills, often requires a level of tacit knowledge and expertise
that a static YouTube tutorial cannot deliver. This thesis explores a future in which
tools act as educators–a medium to transmit the tacit knowledge of expert tool users
to novices. Experiments with homemade flamethrowers, exoskeleton gloves, and a
hacked pottery wheel have helped me draft a framework for successfully embedding
digital augmentation into tools while avoiding the pitfalls of digital dependency.
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TECHNOPHOBIA &
TRADITION
As a Christmas gift in 1985, my grandma gave

Teaching Tools investigates the consequences

my dad a copy of Reader’s Digest’s Fix it Yourself

of intelligent tools. As our tools become more

Manual. Besides acting as a subtle jab at my

digitized, automated, and otherwise equipped by

dad’s handyman skills, the gift also symbolized a

technology, they have made humans much faster,

personal value system she and my grandpa held

more efficient, and connected. This evolution

closely and a concern to pass a particular skill set

has resulted in countless benefits, but it has also

onto the next generation. Similar concerns regard-

introduced a fair number of questions concerning

ing the transfer of skills from one generation to

what consequences arise from handing manual

the next have circulated for centuries and are often

skills over to machines. This thesis seeks to ad-

accompanied by an irrational fear of technology.

dress concerns like these while acknowledging

Socrates was opposed to the written word because

that none of them are new. While investigat-

he predicted it would erode memory.1 The Lud-

ing these questions, I quickly realized that the

dites of 19th century England revolted against the

definition of “manual skills” was an arbitrary and

mechanization of the textile industry, fearing that

constantly shifting target. What was considered

their jobs and livelihoods would be displaced by

“automated” a century, or even a generation

machines.2 It’s easy to draw parallels between these

ago, might now be considered a manual skill.

concerns of the past and those of the present as

Ultimately, technology is not the enemy, it’s sim-

automation and artificial intelligence continue to

ply an evolving toolkit. My hope through this

displace not only skilled blue-collar professions,

project is to discover ways to reframe technology

but knowledge economy jobs as well.

as an asset instead of a threat.
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ADDRESSING VALUE
When addressing the role and value of hands

skills? While many have spoken of the transcen-

on skills, one must first consider the difference

dence and “zen” that comes from hand planing

between instrumental and intrinsic value. By defi-

a board or repairing a vintage motorcycle, the

nition, things with intrinsic value are valuable for

assertion that these skills have intrinsic value is a

their own sake. Friendship and love are considered

bit more subjective and difficult to argue for.

examples of things with intrinsic value because
they don’t require additional incentives to demon-

Technologists and entrepreneurs have long specu-

strate their worth, they’re simply valuable on their

lated about the future of work in which machines

own. Things with instrumental value serve as a

and automation have replaced all but a few of our

means to an end. They yield a particular product

jobs. Kevin Kelly of Wired predicts “70% of to-

or end result that has intrinsic value, but they

day’s occupations will be replaced by automation”

hold no value inherently. Money is often given as

before the end of the century.3 With such daunt-

an example of something which has instrumental

ing speculation, it’s not hard to see why we have

value, but no intrinsic value. Of course, some

become so concerned with what skills we should

things have both instrumental and intrinsic value.

prioritize now and what skills will continue to

Within the context of skills and tools, the distinc-

be valuable in the future. It’s also not hard to

tion becomes less clear, especially as technology

see why we might begin to undervalue skills we

constantly redefines what skills are instrumental

see as having less instrumental value, like hand

and to what degree. Hand carving a block of

carving a block of wood. This reprioritization is

wood may still yield a useful end product, and can

illustrated clearly in public schools’ systematic

thus be considered to have instrumental value, but

elimination of shop classes across the country.4

the degree of its instrumentality is lessened by the

While this machine-governed future may become

fact that we can now produce the same end prod-

a reality someday, it is not here yet, and until that

uct far more cheaply and efficiently with a CNC

day comes there are still a few good arguments

machine. So what is the intrinsic value of manual

for continuing to value and teach hands-on skills.

20

The most immediate reason is that these skills still

of workers as baby boomers in the construction

hold instrumental value in the workplace. There’s

industry begin to retire. The second is a rift in

a demonstrated need for skilled labor in the US,

the education system which frames skilled trades

but not enough qualified workers to fill these

as a second rate alternative to a four year college

jobs. The skills gap is especially evident in the

degree, leading to fewer young people pursuing

construction sector, an industry that is predicted

or even considering the trades as a viable career

to grow 13% over the next decade, yet can’t find

option.6

the workers to meet demand. This can be attrib5

uted to a couple factors. The first is a sudden loss

21

A more universal reason for valuing these skills, is

Being able to get by without a certain technology

ultimately crash, killing all people on board.8

working with our hands has ties to our learning

that technology still fails from time to time. We

offers another set of complications. In his book

Carr’s argument is not without its flaws, namely

and educational development. This is the central

have yet to create machines that can fully diagnose

The Glass Cage, Nicholas Carr addresses these

the dismissal of the lives saved as a result of auto-

thesis of Frank R. Wilson’s book The Hand,

and repair themselves. We will continue to have

issues using the example of autopilot. Current

pilot. Additionally, this is a relatively high-stakes

which discusses the evolutionary growth of the

to rely on our ability to repair our devices (which

commercial pilots touch the controls in the cock-

example of digital dependency and not all of our

early hominid brain as a result of tools use and

requires a skill) or live without them for a while

pit for a grand total of three minutes during an

devices are laden with such extreme risk, but it’s

manual dexterity.9 Another, more recent study,

(which requires another type of skill). Being able

average flight, mostly during takeoff and landing.

still important to consider what the repercussions

has shown evidence that handwriting in children

to repair our machines when they fail is a skill

Carr argues this dependency on automation has

of technological failure might be, regardless of the

stimulates certain neurological activity that typ-

that has deteriorated over time, thanks to overly

led to a form of digital amnesia in pilots that can

risk involved.

ing does not, resulting in improved letter recogni-

complicated proprietary parts and systems that

have disastrous repercussions when the technol-

require specialized skills to diagnose as well as an

ogy fails. He gives two examples of recent inci-

So far, the examples given demonstrate pretty tan-

represent more speculative types of research, they

emerging attitude of throw-away-ism. Sweden has

dents where autopilot has malfunctioned, forcing

gible cases of instrumental value in manual skills.

are no less thought provoking and insightful in

recently made efforts to combat this attitude and

the pilot to resume manual control. In both

They might get you a job, save you some money,

helping us assign value to these skills.

incentivize repair by offering tax breaks to those

instances, because they were out of practice flying

or even save your life on the rare occasion. Other

seeking to repair household items like appliances,

the plane manually, the pilots reacted inversely

instrumental outcomes of using our hands are less

clothing and footwear.

to their training, causing the aircraft to stall and

directly observable. There is some evidence that

7
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tion and idea generation.10 While these examples

23

TACIT & EXPLICIT KNOWLEDGE
As I continued to research the topics of automa-

fundraising round.11 With all the promise of such

tion and digital “deskilling”, it became increas-

platforms, there’s a caveat to disseminating skills

ingly apparent how critical the designer’s role was

online, especially hands-on skills. No matter how

in deciding how and why to integrate technology

many times you watch Serena Williams serve or

into products. I began speculate about ways that

Gordon Ramsay chop an onion (both are fea-

technology, and the tools that embody it, could be

tured on Master Class), you will inevitably fail to

leveraged to enhance skill building, or even revive

pick up on certain nuances that make them the

skills technology had replaced.

best at what they do. This is because Serena and
Gordon are demonstrating skills that are highly

This speculation was reinforced by a couple trends

reliant on tacit knowledge. Tacit knowledge is

in the tech world that have seen a rapid surge over

the branch of knowledge which cannot be easily

the past decade. The first is the rise of democra-

communicated through text, speech, or a video.

tized education via the web. Accessibility to new

Things like language, playing a musical instru-

skills and knowledge has never been greater thanks

ment, or swinging a golf club are all examples

to platforms like YouTube, Instructables, MIT

of tacit knowledge. These are skills we acquire

OpenCourseWare, Kahn Academy and many

through practice and imitation, not by listening

others. A recent YouTube search for “How To…”

to others talk about it. Online tutorials attempt

garnered over 450 million hits. In addition to its

to abstract this knowledge through verbal and

massive popularity, online education is big busi-

visual instruction, but fail to effectively translate

ness. Master Class, a platform which offers online

the kinesthetic intelligence inherent in many

courses taught by celebrities and leaders in their

hands-on skills.

respective fields, recently raised $35 million in a
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Dutch agency JWT recently created an artificial
intelligence platform that could analyze Rembrandt
paintings and recreate a novel portrait based on
patterns and geometry found in the artist’s work

After I became familiar with tacit knowledge

the masterpieces of Rembrandt12, all capabilities

and the challenges of transferring it, I began to

thought to be technological fantasy not too long

question how this type of intelligence might begin

ago.

to be quantified. Could something that can’t be
written down or recorded even be quantified?

Considering this quickly shifting terrain of edu-

This question is central to the field of artificial

cation and artificial intelligence, it’s clear that ma-

intelligence and one that is beginning to be an-

chines will continue to take on more and more of

swered, particularly within the last decade. Unlike

these “human” skills, translating tacit knowledge

humans, machines cannot develop or understand

into explicit knowledge. With that assumption

tacit knowledge, but operate solely on explicit

in place, it stands to reason that these machines

knowledge. Explicit knowledge is information

could also be utilized to teach these skills as well.

that can be directly codified into text, numbers or

While the concept of mechanized education has

other data types that a machine can understand

existed for over a century, the types of skills that

and use to make decisions. While the definitions

can be taught by a machine are rapidly changing.

of tacit and explicit knowledge remain constant,

Could the tools of the future become vehicles

the skills that fall into these two categories are

to transfer hands-on skills from a master to a

constantly shifting as technology advances. Recent

novice? Could these intelligent tools act as “skill

advancements in machine learning have allowed

archivists”, preserving the skills of the past for

skills once considered unique to humans to be

future generations? Could a machine teach me to

digitized, mimicked and even surpassed by com-

paint? Write a poem? Ride a bike? Could a tool

puters. Artificial intelligence can now drive our

make itself obsolete? The remainder of this book

cars, defeat us in board games and even imitate

is a record of my experiments seeking to answer
such questions.
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RELATING TO TOOLS
30

Gentrified Hacks

44

Tools of Empowerment

GENTRIFIED HACKS
This project stemmed from a personal obsession with tools
and the relationships we form with them. From extending
our physical capabilities – making us faster, stronger and
more efficient, to enhancing our self-image, confidence and
even the size of our brains, tools play a multitude of roles
in our daily lives. In most cases, tools embody a suggested
role or authority that is understood by the user. A hammer
is designed to drive and pull nails. An iron is designed to
remove wrinkles from clothing and a spatula is designed to
flip and serve pancakes. How well this authority, or intended
functionality is communicated to the end user is contingent
on the design of the tool itself. A well designed hammer
communicates where and how the user should interface
with it through a combination of form, weight distribution
and materiality. The best designed tools communicate
this authority silently, while others leave more room for
interpretation. There are instances, however, when this
authority is forgotten, misunderstood, or blatantly ignored.
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While these stories represent cases of bypassing
or overcoming a product’s authority, they also
symbolize small design opportunities. Jane

How have you misused tools?

Fulton Suri’s iconic photo essay “Thoughtless
Acts catalogs the ways we subconsciously
misuse or exploit objects in our environment.
Many of the examples given illustrate small
insights into intuitive human behavior
that might shed light on a particular need.
Fulton Suri is careful to point out that not
all unconscious behavior represents universal
needs. Instead, she calls attention to the
importance of pattern recognition.14

Dale Dougherty, a pioneer of the Maker Movement and founder of Make Magazine,
claims that we are all makers, regardless of whether we identify as one or not.13 I
decided to test this assertion using tools as a constraint. I asked participants to write
a brief story describing a scenario in which they misused, hacked, or otherwise reappropriated a tool, either intentionally or unintentionally. The results varied drastically, from the expected and mundane, to the outrageous and bizarre.
Despite the range of responses, one theme was fairly consistent: people took pride
in their disobedience. “Resourceful”, “creative” and “clever” were regularly used to
describe the participants’ feelings as a result of their “misuse”. These self-reported
feelings seem to indicate an unspoken desire for control—people want to maintain
a level of sovereignty over their tools, rather than becoming slaves to the prescribed
authority of the object.

In my own study, a number of examples took
place in completely unique circumstances that
may never be encountered again, but a few
responses suggested common problems that
may be indicative of a more universal need.
For example, two participants out of the 30
or so polled described their use of dental floss
to cut dough when baking. I later discovered
this to be common trick amongst experienced
bakers. As a response to these unknowing
designers, I fabricated and tested a series of
tools which incorporate artifacts from the
participants’ original hack while bringing a
level of polish and fidelity that was absent
in the original. These artifacts represent my
attempt to valorize this type of unconscious,
grassroots creativity while bringing awareness
to the hidden affordances and design
opportunities buried in everyday things.
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Represented artifacts included
(Original object within parentheses)
1 A firestarter kit (insect repellant)

4

2 A headphone jack cleaner (paper clip)
3 A clothes hanger (binder clip)
4 A drain snake (drinking straw)
5 A dough cutter (dental floss)

3

1

5

2
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“I once used bug spray to light a fire.
It made me feel handy”

36
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“I once misused dental floss to slice dough.
It made me feel smart–it works better than a knife!”

38
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“I once misused a paperclip when
I used it to clean out lint from my
headphone jack. I was satisfied to
solve a problem that I thought was
bigger than just a quick fix”

40
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During the Great Depression,

After the fall of the USSR, Cuba lost nearly 80% of its imports,

patterns were printed on sacks

leading to a dramatic surge in hacked electronic products in order

of flour, allowing people to

to make ends meet. Pictured is a robot made from parts of tele-

repurpose the fabric for dresses

phones, dolls, flashlights and a tape recorder.

or dolls.

Perhaps the most interesting question is: why were they hacking these tools in the first place?
Many of the participants described scenarios of mild desperation—contexts in which the users
understood the appropriate or “correct” way of completing the task at hand, but lacked the time
or utensils, and thus made do with what they had at their disposal.
While these examples illustrate innovation that takes place in the routines of everyday life,
similar behavior can be seen in more extreme circumstances. Historically, this level of ad hoc resourcefulness is often indicative of some level of socio-political strife or hardship. From the flour

lection of improvised weapons used by protestors during the recent Ukrainian revolution. “You

sack dresses of the Great Depression, to the electronic kludges of Communist Cuba, to the im-

couldn’t help but notice the DIY nature of the

provised protest weapons of Ukrainian riots, innovation is bolstered by an uneven distribution of

whole thing, from the barricades themselves to the

resources and power. In these circumstances, tools become objects of empowerment, symbolizing
a kind of bottom-up product development that challenges established norms, and breaks rules.
42

Photographer Tom Jamieson documented a col-

totally inadequate body armor that people were
wearing, and the weapons as well. It looked like
something out of Mad Max, it was crazy.”

TOOLS OF EMPOWERMENT
As I continued to explore our complicated rela-

Analog tools significantly outnumbered digital

tionships with tools, I became more interested

tools. Objects that required some degree of hu-

in the notion of empowerment and how people

man effort or involvement seemed to be preferred

received empowerment through their tools, even

over tools that were completely autonomous.

in ordinary life circumstances. I asked several

Several participants drew links between their

people to send photos of “tools” they found to

tools and their self-image. Feelings of power,

be particularly empowering and questioned why

beauty, safety and confidence emerged as people

they found them empowering. It was equally in-

described their tools. One person described her

sightful to see how broadly participants defined

eyelash curler as essential to her morning routine.

the word “tool” as it was to interpret the attach-

Versatility was an essential quality in many par-

ments people made with the artifacts. From the

ticipants’ tools. Multifunctional tools like pocket

selected participants, a few patterns emerged,

knives, multi-tools, and stand mixers were often

some surprising and others expected.

revered for their ability to meet several needs

“I bought it when I first
started working as a TA in
sophomore year, so it was
unofficially one of the more
substantial objects I got with
money I’ve earned myself.
Although $50+ is not really
an expensive item, it has the
weight of something heavier.”

at once, leading to a more multi-dimensional
A large number of participants described

relationship between the tool and user.

smaller, more portable tools—objects that could
be accessed on the go or kept in pockets. Tools

The tools described often became symbols of

that are kept close to, or worn on the body

deep rooted memories and nostalgia, detached

seemed to evoke stronger emotional attachment

from the functional utility or practical value of

and even nostalgia.

the tool. One person I interviewed described her
watch as a symbol of “responsibility” because it
reminded her not to waste time, but also served
as an expression of her financial independence.
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EXPOSING TACIT KNOWLEDGE
48

Interview : Rafik on Shoe Repair

50

Disassembly Telephone

RAFIK : ON SHOE REPAIR
Early in the information gathering phase of my

would cost $85. These were the types of repairs I

research, I decided to interview a variety of crafts-

anticipated to see in such a shop–wealthy business-

people, educators and skilled experts to collect

men seeking to repair $300 pairs of oxfords. How-

their stories and observe them in action with their

ever, according to Rafik, the cost of the original shoe

tools. The first of these interviews was with a local

often had little bearing on what customers would

shoe repairman named Rafik. Clearly an expert in his

pay for a repair. “People will spend $15 to repair a

trade, Rafik had been working with shoes for over

$10 pair of shoes”, he said.

32 years. I asked him questions about his past, how
he got into the industry and what kinds of repairs he

While Rafik had a wealth of experience and stories

saw most often. Before moving to Providence, Rafik

to share, it was equally interesting what information

had worked in a shoe factory in Armenia, where he

he couldn’t tell me. I asked Rafik how he dealt with

manned a trimming machine. He gave me a tour of

the variety of shoes that came into the shop, and

his shop, a narrow sliver of space not more than 15

how he was able to repair a shoe he’d never seen

feet wide. He thoroughly described each and every

before. Rafik responded with one word, “experiment”.

machine in the shop, some of which dated back to

When asked how he went about these experiments,

World War II. His work space was a clutter of hand

Rafik, struggled to find the right words, eventually

tools, shoe lasts and scraps of old leather. I observed

shrugging it off saying, “you just gotta be handy...and

him interact with a customer and negotiate the

find shortcuts”. Clearly Rafik knew a lot more than

details to re-sole a pair of dress shoes, a repair that

he could tell me.

48

DISASSEMBLY TELEPHONE
As I became more familiar with the concept of

them from seeing what other’s were working

tacit knowledge and its implications on learning

on. After 20 minutes, the participants were

and knowledge transfer, I decided to design

asked to rotate clockwise one position and use

an experiment to illustrate the shortcomings

the disassembler’s instructions to reassemble the

of language and visual feedback. Participants

product within 20 minutes. While this process

were given 20 minutes to disassemble consumer

was entertaining to observe from a moderator’s

electronic products and document the steps for

perspective, it proved quite frustrating for the

reassembly. They were allowed to use whatever

participants. Written instructions were quickly

language or visuals necessary to communicate

disregarded in favor of intuition, trial and error,

the process, but it had to be written instruc-

and frantic desperation. Participants frequently

tion. Each participant was visually isolated

asked for verbal hints from their partners or just

using foamcore dividers in order to prevent

skipped steps entirely if the instructions weren’t
clear.

50
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The experiment yielded some qualitative

Just as important as the information people

insights into the assumptions we make when

chose to include and exclude is the audience

attempting to communicate a complex task.

that’s receiving the information. In this case,
designers were communicating with other

Many procedures were taken for granted when

designers, so a mutual shorthand or vocabu-

writing reassembly instructions, often leading

lary could be assumed. In a more real-world

to steps being excluded or implied through

scenario, communication should be optimized

non-explicit language. For example, positioning

by tailoring the feedback to the particular user’s

a particular spring within a hair curler assembly

skill level or experience.

required a careful coordination of parts that
was difficult to communicate through text or

In retrospect, this experiment could have

diagrams. This suggests that participants’ under-

revealed tacit knowledge more clearly had I

standing of the procedure surpassed what they

asked the participants to reassemble their own

could put into words.

products first, proving that they had a clear
understanding of the assembly process to begin

Intuition and past experience with similar

with and that their inability to write down

procedures were often more helpful tools than

clear instructions was truly the result of tacit

the written instructions. In other words, people

knowledge and not just a lack of knowledge. If

relied more on tacit knowledge than explicit

nothing else, this experiment proved just how

knowledge.

difficult it is to define and observe tacit knowledge in action.
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INTEGRATING DATA
56

Interview : Ryan on Surgery and Formula 1

58

Training the Tools

60

10,000 Shoes

66

Sculpting Information

RYAN : ON SURGERY AND FORMULA 1
Throughout the course of the project, I had the great

proximity of the surgeon’s hands to the eye. When

opportunity to consult regularly with Ryan Bardsley,

the surgeon’s hands were reaching for an instrument

Senior Director of Research and Development at The

or outside of a particular volumetric sphere, the

Medicines Company. Prior to his current position,

system automatically dialed back its sensitivity,

Ryan spent over a decade conducting research in

essentially ignoring moments when the surgeon

surgical simulation and building training tools for

wasn’t actively doing something the machine cared

medical professionals. I spoke with Ryan about

about.

how data was integrated in this research and what
insights were gained in the process. Ryan spoke

Another issue we discussed was how to recognize

about the importance of elegance in data–how one

and code around expertise. How can a machine

could use the least amount of data and sensors

understand the difference between a master and a

possible to detect and understand what was going

beginner? In surgery, mistakes are made all the time,

on during a procedure. In other words, which

but an expert surgeon is able to account for these

types of data are relevant to a particular task and

mistakes very quickly and efficiently. Ryan reinforced

what data is just noise that can be ignored? Ryan

this idea with an illustration from Formula 1. Formula

illustrated this using an example from eye surgery.

1 drivers are able to achieve breakneck speeds by

He and his team developed a system that could

constantly straddling the line of failure, essentially

observe a surgeon performing eye surgery using high

skidding around the entire track. To a machine, this

resolution motion tracking. The system was able to

looks like a steady stream of errors, but it’s this

detect which types of sutures were being made with

ability to approach the breaking point and correct

which types of thread. It could then alert the surgeon

quickly that makes these drivers the best at what

if a mistake had been made. To make this process

they do. I realized that a truly intelligent tool would

elegant, certain types of data had to be ignored and

need to be able to recognize mastery when it sees it

certain assumptions had to be made. For instance,

and adjust its feedback accordingly.

the system varied its level of resolution based on the

56
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TRAINING THE TOOLS
I realized that before a tool could be used to teach

“I know Kung Fu”

a skill, it first had to be “taught” what that skill
looked like. What are the rules, and do the same
rules apply in a digital space? What patterns are
occurring? What is right and what is wrong? What
is the objective and how can this objective be
evaluated? How might the tool learn differently
from different trainers? In pondering these questions I was reminded of a scene from The Matrix
in which Neo (who is essentially a machine) is
being trained in martial arts. Screens flash as lines
of code and images upload to Neo’s “brain”. He
later proclaims to have learned Kung Fu. I wondered what this data actually looked like. How
could Kung Fu be quantified? Over Wintersession, I took a course called “Data Object”, which
addressed creative coding and data driven design
techniques. I used this class as a springboard to
investigate these types of questions and explore the
basics of machine learning.
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10,000 SHOES

60

As an exercise in algorithm development and

was smart enough to avoid these apertures if it

machine learning, I decided to build a system

was also raining that day. The ultimate goal of

that could make use of historical data I already

this project was to develop a system that could

had access to. I was curious to see how a tool,

predict the shoe I will wear tomorrow, or next

or in this case a 3D model, might react to data

week, or 5 years from now. While I was unable

and begin to predict future patterns based on

to reach this level of predictability, I began to

the past trends. Using the software Grasshopper,

understand how to construct a series of rules

I developed an algorithm that utilized historic

that would allow a system to operate on its

weather data sets to digitally construct an

own. The experiment also illustrated something

optimized shoe for each day of my life (roughly

about the shortcomings of my dataset. While

10,000 shoes). The algorithm used the weather

the algorithm could construct a shoe optimized

data from where I was living at the time. The shoe

for the weather, it clearly failed to consider other

responded to different weather parameters such

factors that might inform what shoe to wear,

as average temperature, cumulative rainfall and

such as what I’ll be doing that day or who I’ll

snowfall for each day. It used this data to control

be with. Because of this, the system was unable

various physical characteristics of the shoe, such

to prevent me from wearing crocs on a date or

as the thickness of insulation, shoe height, and

rainboots to a meeting. I realized that in order for

traction on the sole. On extremely hot days, the

this algorithm to really be useful, a richer data set

shoe develops small apertures for ventilation, but

would be required.
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July 12, 1995
Location : Clay Center, NE
High Temp : 108° F
Low Temp : 76° F
Rainfall : 0”
Snow Depth : 0”
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June 14, 2014
Location : Sioux City, IA
High Temp : 83° F
Low Temp : 64° F
Rainfall : 5.05”
Snow Depth : 0”
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Below: This portion of the algorithm parsed
data coming from a .csv file, remapping
certain values and sending them to control
various attributes of the shoe.
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SCULPTING INFORMATION
A second experiment explored different ways
of capturing data. Hand-crafted objects often
exhibit some subtle clues about how they were
made. A maker’s mark might indicate what type
of tools were being used, what processes the
object went through or even the time of day it
was constructed. This information is data that can
be readily observed and interpreted through the
senses. I wondered what types of data are lost in
the process of building something by hand. What
information is there, but remains invisible to the
senses? I wondered how might this information
become tangible and how it could be utilized to
teach.
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I decided to try to expose some of this hid-

Above: Renderings of the virtual “positives” result-

den data using digital tools. Making use of a

ing from the process of digital subtraction using a

Microsoft Kinect, Processing, and Grasshopper,

motion captured toolpath.

I designed a system to observe and capture data

Left: Red indexing tape was used on the work sur-

from someone sculpting with clay. The process

face to callibrate and scale the simulated toolpath.

used a combination of color tracking through
an RGB camera and depth mapping with the
Kinect to determine the three dimensional coordinates of different clay sculpting tools. It could
detect which type of tool was being used through
a color coding system and where the tools were
most active. Using this data, Grasshopper could
construct a virtual path of each tool, essentially
creating a “digital negative” of the physical
sculpture. This digital negative could then be
subtracted from a virtual block of clay, resulting
in an abstracted version of the final sculpture.
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*Unnecessary Data

Clay

Above: Screen capture of the analog tool-

While the outcomes from this experiment were

tem paid just as much attention to the moments

path. The color temperature represents the

visually engaging in their own right, they did not

when the tool was nowhere near the workpiece

provide much useful information about how a

as when the tool was actually cutting through

beginner might learn to sculpt the same object.

the clay. Much like Ryan’s example from surgical

There are several reasons why this was the case.

simulation, this system could have benefitted

First, there are few clear constraints for determin-

from a volumetric limiter of some kind that

ing “correctness” in sculpture. Unlike serving a

filtered out irrelevant or faulty data. Finally, the

tennis ball, or suturing a wound, the rules for

system needed a clearer way to represent the data

success in sculpting clay are less defined-there are

it was generating. To make sense to a beginner,

countless ways to achieve the exact same results.

the data would need to be simplified in a way

Second, the information being captured included

the presents only information pertinent to the

a lot of errant or irrelevant data points. The sys-

current task.

density of activity in a particular area.
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FEEDBACK & GUIDANCE
68

Interview : PCTA on Simulation

70

The Feedback Matrix

74

Tele·Glove

80

Co·Pilot

PCTA : ON SIMULATION
In early March, I had the opportunity to visit the

simulators to save on materials and electricity, but

Providence Career and Technical Academy, one of

also to build confidence in students before exposing

New England’s premiere technical high schools and

them to the dangers of an actual welder. At least

one of only two schools in Providence which still

this is what they told me. I got the impression that

offers shop classes. I got to spend the day observing

several of the teachers didn’t care for the simulators

and speaking with students in classes ranging from

and that they may not actually use them very often,

robotics to woodworking and construction technol-

preferring to expose students to the real deal from

ogy.

the start.

Late in the day, I had the chance to visit with some

I spoke with one student about the possibility of

students in a welding class and observe them using

receiving real-time instructional feedback while using

a welding simulator. Effectively an augmented weld-

an actual welder. He seemed skeptical about this

ing video game, the device uses an artificial torch

possibility, stating that feedback, especially haptic or

and plastic base which simulates the steel work-

visual feedback, could be really distracting because

piece, but also detects the spatial orientation and

so much of your focus is dedicated to keeping a

position of the torch. As the student made a “weld”

steady hand and maintaining eye contact with the

with the device, the software would construct a real-

weld puddle. Anything that distracted from that

time 3D model of the seam on screen, complete with

focus would lead to a sloppy weld. He did mention

sparks and splatter, even dimming the brightness of

however that audio feedback, particularly a voice,

the screen to simulate the effect of wearing a weld-

might be helpful. If tools are to become teachers of

ing mask. Following each weld, the student could

hands-on skills, it’s clear the feedback they offer will

review an analytics report comparing travel angle,

have to be carefully considered, taking into account

weld angle, speed, and several other parameters,

the sensory demands of the skill being taught.

receiving a score for each. The school uses these
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THE FEEDBACK MATRIX
To some extent, all tools offer a level of feed-

decisions on your behalf, decisions that will

back but the extent to which this feedback helps

improve your accuracy or otherwise yield better

us acquire a skill varies from tool to tool. For

results.

INTRUSIVENESS

example, when turning wood on a lathe using
a gouge, a simple misalignment of the gouge’s

This brings up an important concept in regards

leading edge with the workpiece results in an

to feedback: guidance capacity. A tool can offer

abrupt kickback on the tool, often resulting in a

feedback ranging along a series of three param-

big gash in the workpiece. In this case, the tool

eters: immediacy (how quickly a tool recognizes

offers very blunt and direct feedback that lets

and makes note of mistakes), fidelity (how

you know you’ve done something wrong that

precise is the feedback offered) and intrusiveness

needs correcting. Other tools don’t offer such

(how corrective is the feedback). These three

quick lessons. A sauce pan, for example, doesn’t

parameters offer a sort of three dimensional

give you an alert when you’re scorching your al-

matrix which can be used to evaluate and chart

fredo sauce, it simply keeps cooking. In this case

the feedback potential of different tools. For

the pan offers feedback indirectly and requires

example, a lathe exhibits high levels of im-

some trial and error to master.

mediacy (it points out mistakes very quickly),

Sauce pan

mid to low levels of fidelity (the feedback is not
These examples symbolize analog feedback, or

very precise) and low in intrusiveness (it cannot

feedback that can be derived from the inher-

correct the mistake, but simply points it out).

ent properties of the tool or materials being

A saucepan on the other hand, ranks low in all

manipulated. Adding a digital layer of sensory

three categories. To gather insight into the ef-

information allows for a level of resolution that

fectiveness of these different feedback strategies,

may not be detectable by the user or tool on

I built a series of digital prototypes or quasi

their own. Because this digital layer has access to

products that test out various extremes within

information you do not, it’s capable of making

the matrix.
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IMMEDIACY

Lathe

FIDELITY
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TELE·GLOVE
Tele·glove was an experiment which explored the
transfer of skill from a master to a student mediated
by a machine. The system included two gloves, one
master glove and one student glove. The gloves were
paired through an Arduino powered platform, allowing the master to directly manipulate the student’s
hand through a series flex sensors and cable driven
actuators. The intent of this prototype was to enable
a direct link between teacher and pupil, offering a
level of kinesthetic feedback that other methods of
instruction couldn’t deliver.
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INTRUSIVENESS

Tele·Glove

IMMEDIACY

FIDELITY

As a demonstration of the upper extremes of the

such a tool, many of them offering ideas for ap-

feedback matrix, the glove exhibited high im-

plications like playing guitar or learning martial

mediacy, high fidelity, and high intrusiveness. In

arts. Occasionally, someone would describe

addition to evaluating these parameters and their

the glove as “creepy” or off putting and would

effectiveness in skill transfer, I was curious to see

refuse to even try it on, but for the most part

how much trust people would place in a device

people trusted the technology and were amused

that was literally controlling a part of their body

by it. It seemed as long as the person being

and how that trust might vary if they knew they

controlled could directly observe the person in

were being controlled by a human vs pre-written

control, trust was not an issue. This made me

lines of code.

think about how machines often lack a level
of accountability to real people, and when a
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Right Images from Top to Bottom
(A) First student glove prototype
(B) 3D printed pulleys and cable routing
loops

Participants in the experiment were given

device malfunctions or breaks down, we often

the opportunity to wear both the master and

blame the device instead of the programmer or

(C) The original finger tensioning system

student gloves to experience both the sensa-

engineer who designed it. Within the context

used a series of 3D printed trusses and

tion of control and being controlled. Generally,

of teaching tools, it seemed critical that the

participants responded favorably to the glove

machines maintain a tangible connection to the

(D) The final prototype utilized a more

and tended to be fascinated by the potential of

humans on the other end.

streamlined rubberband retention system

extension springs mounted to each joint
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CO·PILOT
My next quasi-product design stemmed from
an experiment in way-finding. While studying
the repercussions of digital deskilling, I became
aware of how compromised my senses of navigation and direction had become as a result of my
enslavement to GPS and turn-by-turn directions.
These digital services advertise a “frictionless”
experience above all else, leading to a quick and
painless journey void of any challenges along the
way. While they offer great convenience, these
tools they often lull us into complacency and
quickly evolve from aids to crutches. I began
to speculate about tools that could force me to
utilize these skills and, in an indirect way, train
me how to navigate on my own.
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To decide which form of feedback would
be most effective in communicating navigation instructions, I designed an experiment
in which participants were asked to navigate
by foot to a series of waypoints using different types of sensory feedback including visual
map reading, audio turn by turn, and haptic
turn by turn. After completing the circuit,
participants evaluated each leg of the journey
based on their environmental awareness and
how effective or distracting the feedback was.
Counter to my assumption, the haptic feedback
was often described as the most distracting
because participants were over anticipating the
vibration alerts in fear of missing a turn, leading
to a lapse in environmental awareness. Another
participant was skeptical of the haptic feedback
because she already received vibrations for other
types of alerts on her phone, many of which
she just ignores. Audio feedback turned out to
be the least distracting, because it allowed users
to be visually engaged with their environment
without having to worry about missing a turn.

Top Left: During the haptic feedback leg of
the route, users were given two cellphones,
one in each pocket, to receive vibration
alerts to indicate left and right turns.
Bottom Left: Following each circuit, users
completed a survey which evaluated their
environmental awareness and confidence
while using the different types of feedback.
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INTRUSIVENESS

Co·Pilot

IMMEDIACY

88

FIDELITY

Taking these insights into account, I designed

to navigate by feel without needing to take their

Co·Pilot, an exploratory way-finding device

eyes off the path ahead. In terms of feedback

that incorporates a level of adventure into the

parameters, Co·Pilot offers mid fidelity, low in-

navigation experience. In principle, Co·Pilot

trusiveness and a variable degree of immediacy

operates like a compass, but instead of pointing

(because the frequency of feedback is dependent

north, the device points towards a predeter-

on how often the user checks the dial). Users

mined destination sent to the device from a

don’t have to worry about missing a turn, but

smartphone. Forgoing turn by turn directions

don’t have to deal with constant bombardment

allows users to plot their own routes and over-

from audio or vibration feedback if they don’t

come obstacles along the way. This allows the

need it. The ultimate goal of this experiment

user to begin to construct a mental model of the

was to introduce an acceptable level of friction

city as they navigate, strengthening their asso-

into the wayfinding experience and, in contrast

ciative memory of a place. Co·Pilot integrates a

to the Tele·Glove experiment, allow users to

motorized dial in lieu of a screen, allowing users

build a skill by making and learning from error.
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Digital Prototyping
Several prototypes were developed to
assess various functional, aesthetic, and
ergonomic qualities of the device. Using
an Arduino, micro servo, magnetometer,
and a vibration motor, I was able to
simulate the device working in varying
degrees. A fully functional prototype
would require a Bluetooth module to
communicate with a smartphone and an
accelerometer to determine the object’s
orientation.
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what can
our tools
teach us?
Top

Copilot is an exploratory way-finding
device that incorporates a level
of adventure into the navigation
experience. Rather than pointing
you North, Copilot points you to your
destination. Forgoing screens and
turn-by-turn directions allows the
user to plot their own course while
enhancing their situational awareness.
Copilot is part of a larger body of work
which explores the potential for digital
tools to disseminate and transfer tacit
skills, like navigation, while avoiding
the pitfalls of digital dependency.

Side

Bottom

co·pilot
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1

Press and hold the top
dial for 4 seconds to pair
the compass with your
smart phone. The
blinking indicator light
will remain solid once a
connection is established.

2

5

Pairing

Select Your Destination

Adjust your direction of
travel to maintain alignment
between the indexing mark
and the rotating dial. This
heading provides the most
direct route to your final
destination.

4 sec

6

Starting Your Journey

7

Orient the indexing
mark in line with your
direction of travel and
start walking.

4

Wearing Your Compass
Attach your compass to
a bag strap, belt, bike
handlebars or just drop
it in your jacket pocket.
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Arriving
When you’re within 50’ of
your destination, the
compass will begin to
pulse intermittantly. This
alert indicates you’ve
reached the end of your
journey.

Enter an address in your
preferred maps application
and send the coordinates
to your compass.

3

Navigating

50 ft

Complete Your Journey
Press the central dial
button again to end
navigation and complete
the route.

8

Review Your Route
See a visual representation
of your route from point
A to point B. Overlay
similar routes from the
past to compare elapsed
travel time, turns, and
time of day.
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SYNTHESIS

At this phase in my research, I had collected a wealth of
insights from various readings, interviews and experiments. These insights were beginning to form a picture
of how an intelligent tool might behave and in what contexts they might be best utilized. Fundamentally, my thesis asks how tools might become vessels to catalogue and
archive human skill and then transfer that knowledge
to beginners. In other words, how can tools develop the
capacity to both “learn” and “teach”. While my research
thus far had addressed parts of this formula, I had not
yet strung the pieces together to form a comprehensive
“learning” and “teaching” tool. I decided to formulate a
case study around a particular skill that illustrates both
sides of the learning and teaching equation. Before doing
so, I developed a list of seven design principles based on
insights that emerged during prior experiments. These
principles would serve as guiding lights to reference as
the project developed.
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01 Maintain an open system that allows for personalization
02 Allow for an acceptable range of error

7 DESIGN PRINCIPLES
FOR INTELLIGENT TOOLS

03 Anticipate and acknowledge the skill-level of the user
04 Offer feedback that complements sensory demands
05 Ignore irrelevant or trivial data
06 Offer positive reinforcement for small victories
07 Maintain a tangible connection to human touch
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06

REINVENTING THE WHEEL
110 The Culture of Pottery
112 Hardware Sketches

118 Final System Design
128 Next Steps

THE CULTURE OF POTTERY

110

Throughout the course of my research, I received

captured and analyzed over time, such as wheel

many suggestions about where and how intelligent

speed and hand pressure. While these parameters

tools could be applied. Many of the suggestions

certainly vary from one potter to the next, there

involved intricate hand work, such as learning

seem to be certain non-negotiable rules that can

to play piano or cross stitch. One skill that came

be defined. For these reasons, pottery seemed

up in multiple conversations was hand-thrown

like an ideal case study to develop a system that

pottery. Pottery is a skill that is heavily dependent

could both learn the skill and teach it. I quickly

on tacit knowledge, and is thus challenging to

realized that fully teaching a machine the nuances

learn without the physical presence of a teacher

of hand-thrown pottery would likely require

offering real-time feedback. Having personally

years of research and a PhD in computer science.

taken a couple pottery classes, I could attest to

However, I felt I could break off one basic

the difficulty of learning the fundamental body

procedure in this process in order to illustrate

mechanics and hand positions. When I first

the potential of such a platform. Centering

started, my instructors would often physically

the clay is the first step in throwing a pot, and

reposition my hands and body so I could begin

one that many beginners struggle with. After

to develop a sense of what “correct” feels like and

speaking with several potters, both experienced

build good habits from the beginning. Unlike

and beginners, it seemed like a system that aided

many other hand crafts, pottery has a lot of

in centering would be helpful, especially for

inherent quantitative data and rules that can be

someone trying to learn on their own.
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BODY POSITION
Feasibility:
Usability:
Tech: Kinect Sensor, RGB Camera

HAND POSITION
Feasibility:
Usability:
Tech: Leap Sensor

RPM

HARDWARE SKETCHES

WHEEL SPEED
Feasibility:
Usability:
Tech: Rotary Encoder

I began this investigation by mapping out all
the potential quantitative metrics that could be
used to train the machine. I then charted the
feasibility of capturing each data type and the

lbs

technology required to do so. When dealing with

WHEEL PRESSURE

tacit knowledge, it’s not always clear which sense

Feasibility:

is being relied on the most. That’s why it’s often

Usability:

difficult to transfer or verbalize this knowledge,

Tech: Kinect Sensor

because you can’t consciously describe the
sensory feedback that’s being utilized. For that
reason, it was difficult to determine which data
would be worth capturing and which data could
be ignored. Relying partly on my own experience
with pottery as well as feedback from experienced
potters, it seemed that body / hand position,

MOISTURE CONTENT
Feasibility:
Usability:
Tech: Soil Moisture Sensor (Wireless)

wheel pressure, and centeredness were metrics
that would provide the most worthwhile feedback and be the most feasible to quantify.

CENTEREDNESS
Feasibility:
Usability:
Tech: Computer Vision Blob Tracking, Ultrasonic Sensor
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To begin evaluating these various data capturing

To determine the “centeredness” of the clay, two

methods, I constructed a low-fidelity test rig

methods were tested. The first used a webcam

out of dimension lumber that surrounded a

and a computer vision technique called blob

standard electric pottery wheel. This rig offered a

tracking. Blob tracking detects the edges of

quick way to attach and remove various sensors,

groups of pixels in an image. The hope with this

cameras, and other miscellaneous hardware as

technique was to compare the center point of a

needed. A classmate who had trained as a potter

blob, or in this case the clay, to the center point

in India before coming to RISD volunteered

of the wheel head. This method failed to provide

to let me record his technique. I began with a

accurate results as the frame rate of the camera

simple video recording to establish a base layer of

could not account for the quickly moving wheel,

data on which other captured information could

resulting in an ill-defined blur. A more elegant

be overlaid and time-synced. One early test in

solution was discovered using an ultrasonic range

motion tracking involved a Microsoft Kinect to

finder. This sensor is able to detect variations in

track the teacher’s body position and movement

distance from the edge of the wheel to the clay.

over time. The hope with this sensor was to

When the clay is uncentered or acentric with the

provide a way for students to accurately mirror

wheel head, the distance varies as the wheel spins.

the teacher’s technique in real time. While the

Once properly centered, these variations in range

Kinect was able to distinguish the user’s body and

disappear.

joints, it lacked the fidelity to offer more precise
instruction than a video feed could.
Sensing pressure on the wheel head proved
to be another challenge. Because the wheel is
constantly spinning, a pressure sensor could not
be placed directly on or underneath the clay
without the use of a slip ring or some way to
send data wirelessly. A bluetooth transmitter was
tested, but could not provide a quick enough
refresh rate to offer useful feedback. Ultimately,
a small force sensitive resistor was placed under
the front leg of the wheel, which allowed the
pressure applied to the wheel head to be sensed as
the force was redirected through the wheel chassis
and into the legs.
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Left Images from Top to Bottom
(A) Webcam used for blob tracking
(B) Ultrasonic sensor used to determine
when the clay is centered
(C) Force sensitive resistor used to measure pressure applied to wheel head
(D) Microsoft Kinect used for motion
tracking

Right
One experiment attempted to “freeze”
the motion of the clay using a stroboscopic camera flash synced to the speed
of the wheel. This method, although
theoretically plausible, was ineffective.
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A

B
C

D

FINAL SYSTEM COMPONENTS
A

An adjustable webcam

B

A Microsoft Kinect monitors hand and arm

F

movement over time

C

Headphones provide a sine wave audio signal

D

Monitor

E

Pressure sensor

F

Ultrasonic sensor and LED ring
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Learn Mode
In “Learn Mode”, the instructor
demonstrates a technique while the
system captures various performance
data including a video stream, pressure
applied to the wheel, and gross hand /
body movement over time. The system
then analyzes this data and converts it
into feedback that can be delivered to a
student learning the same technique.
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Teaching Mode
In “Teaching Mode”, the student receives
real time feedback through three different media: video, audio, and light. A split
screen image showing pre-recorded footage of a tutor alongside a live stream of
themselves allows students to compare
body mechanics and hand positions with
a high degree of immediacy. A Microsoft
Kinect monitors the student’s movements over time and compares them to
the instructor’s. As the student’s technique approaches that of the tutor, the
machine recognizes this progression and
gradually dials back its feedback.
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Tone Matching
It is often difficult for teachers to communicate how much pressure to apply
to the clay because everyone has a different threshold for “hard” and “soft”. In
this system, values from a pressure sensor are directly mapped to an audio tone
generated in Pure Data. As pressure rises
and falls, so does the pitch. This allows
students to directly compare their pressure to a teacher’s using tone matching.
When the two tones align, the student
has achieved the correct pressure.
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Positive Reinforcement
Knowing when the clay is centered may
be obvious to more experienced potters,
but beginners may benefit from additional confirmation. An ultrasonic sensor
attached to the splash guard detects
variations in distance to the clay. Once
the clay is properly centered, the sensor
triggers a ring of LEDs around the base
of the wheel, alerting the student that
they’re ready for the next step.
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INTRUSIVENESS

Training
Wheel

IMMEDIACY

FIDELITY

NEXT STEPS
While more comprehensive testing will be

That being said, the current system still has

required to fully evaluate the long-term benefits

plenty of room for improvement. Future pro-

and potential for this system, early feedback

totypes should seem less like a “tech” object in

from both pottery teachers and beginners has

order to feel more at home in a pottery studio.

been positive. The most vocal criticism I’ve

One way to achieve this is through better audio

received has come from individuals opposed

design that seems more natural and less like a

to introducing technology to such an ancient

video game. More accurate pressure sensing that

craft. For many, pottery is a means to escape

takes into account a pressure vector, or direc-

the digital world and appreciate a truly analog

tion, would be useful in communicating how

experience. While I understand and respect this

to distribute pressure between hands. Finally,

sentiment, I feel that adding a digital layer will

the system should be capable of learning new

ultimately enable more people to experience

techniques from new instructors, allowing the

pottery and could draw in a new demographic

machine to grow with the user and continue to

that might not have considered the craft other-

provide valuable feedback, even as the student

wise. It also has the potential to affect how the

develops.

skill is taught, empowering teachers to better
communicate and disseminate their experience.
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Throughout this thesis, I was motivated by a desire to reframe how we
relate to digital tools. So often these devices are tasked with the work
we label as routine or mundane in order to free us up to do something
more productive. I wanted to challenge this attitude and illustrate opportunities to elevate machines to the role of educators rather than
subservient laborers.

CONCLUSION

In the process of these experiments, I discovered that in many ways,
teaching these skills to a machine is still several times more expensive, both computationally and pragmatically, than teaching them to
humans. Machines thrive in the world of logic and analytics, but still
struggle at times to understand the basic skills we humans take for
granted, like walking and talking. This will soon change however, and
the applications for our future, “human-centric” machines should be
considered sooner rather than later.
While the outcomes of these experiments are still far from commercially viable products, they, and the resulting framework, begin to illustrate
pathways for digital tools to be leveraged to empower human development and skill building.
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